Our Society Steering Group

Wednesday 13 July
9.30am-12.00pm

Dudley Community Partnership Offices

Invitees
• Andy Gray
• Dennis Hodson
• Geoff Thomas
• Andy Wright
• Joe Weston
• Lorna Prescott
• Donna Roberts
• Leighton Pendry
• Melissa Guest
• Barry Hutchinson

**Purpose of meeting:** To consolidate who will be involved in Our Society activity and how, moving on from the Stronger Communities activity linked to the Community Strategy, to update colleagues on developing work and discuss areas of work to be developed and ensure appropriate links.

**Agenda**

1. From Stronger Communities Steering Group to Our Society Steering Group: a rationale for changes.

2. Community Rights made Real: research and learning being undertaken in Dudley with Urban Forum, funded by Barrow Cadbury Trust.

3. Dudley MBC’s developing response to big society: vision and framework.


5. Convergence of work strands and links to DCP Board agendas and commitments from Board members – what is needed next?